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Abstract New developments in liquid scintillators, high-
efficiency, fast photon detectors, and chromatic photon sort-
ing have opened up the possibility for building a large-scale
detector that can discriminate between Cherenkov and scin-
tillation signals. Such a detector could reconstruct particle
direction and species using Cherenkov light while also hav-
ing the excellent energy resolution and low threshold of a
scintillator detector. Situated deep underground, and utiliz-
ing new techniques in computing and reconstruction, this
detector could achieve unprecedented levels of background
rejection, enabling a rich physics program spanning topics in
nuclear, high-energy, and astrophysics, and across a dynamic
range from hundreds of keV to many GeV. The scientific pro-
gram would include observations of low- and high-energy
solar neutrinos, determination of neutrino mass ordering and
measurement of the neutrino CP-violating phase δ, obser-
vations of diffuse supernova neutrinos and neutrinos from a
supernova burst, sensitive searches for nucleon decay and,
ultimately, a search for neutrinoless double beta decay, with
sensitivity reaching the normal ordering regime of neutrino
mass phase space. This paper describes Theia, a detector
design that incorporates these new technologies in a practical
and affordable way to accomplish the science goals described
above.
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1 Introduction and THEIA overview
Neutrinos are the fundamental particles we would most
expect to be ignored: they interact too weakly and are too light
to directly affect most microscopic processes. Yet neutrinos
access a breadth of science no other fundamental particle can:
understanding the weak sector through direct measurements
of neutrino properties; testing fundamental symmetries of
Nature; probing near and distant astrophysical phenomena;
peering into the interior of the Earth, and understanding the
earliest moments of the Universe. That scientific breadth has
been mirrored by the broad array of technologies used to
detect and study neutrinos, with the strength of each technol-
ogy typically focused on a narrow slice of neutrino physics.
We discuss in this white paper a new kind of detector, called
Theia (after the Titan Goddess of light), whose aim is to make
world-leading measurements over as broad range of neutrino
physics and astrophysics as possible. We consider two sce-
narios, one in which Theia would reside in a cavern the size
and shape of those intended to be excavated for the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), which we call
Theia-25, and a larger 100-ktonne version (Theia-100) that
could achieve an even broader and more sensitive scientific
program.
The broadband neutrino beam being built for the long
baseline neutrino facility (LBNF) [1,2] and DUNE [3–5]
offer an opportunity for world-leading long-baseline neutrino
oscillation measurements. Due to advances in Cherenkov
ring reconstruction techniques, a Theia detector in the LBNF
beam would have good sensitivity to neutrino oscillation
parameters, including CP violation (CPV), with a relatively
modestly sized detector. In addition to this long-baseline neu-
trino program,Theiawill also contribute to atmospheric neu-
trino measurements and searches for nucleon decay, partic-
ularly in the difficult p → K+ + ν and N → 3ν modes
[6–8].
Theia will also make a definitive measurement of neutri-
nos from the Sun’s Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen cycle (CNO
neutrinos), which to date have not been detected exclu-
sively [9–11] but which would tell us important details about
how the Sun has evolved [12]. Theia will also provide a
high-statistics, low-threshold (MeV-scale) measurement of
the shape of the 8B solar neutrinos and thus search for
new physics in the MSW-vacuum transition region [13,14].
Antineutrinos produced in the crust and mantle of the Earth
will be measured precisely by Theia with statistical uncer-
tainty far exceeding all detectors to date.
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Table 1 Theia physics reach. Exposure is listed in terms of the fiducial volume assumed for each analysis. For NLDBD the target mass assumed
is the mass of the candidate isotope within the fiducial volume
Primary physics goal Reach Exposure/assumptions
Long-baseline oscillations > 5σ for 30% of δCP values 524 kt-MW-year
Supernova burst < 1(2)◦ pointing accuracy 100(25)-kt detector, 10 kpc
20,000 (5000) events
DSNB 5σ discovery 125 kton-year
CNO neutrino flux < 5 (10)% 300 (62.5) kton-year
Reactor neutrino detection 2000 events 100 kton-year
Geo neutrino detection 2650 events 100 kton-year
NLDBD T1/2 > 1.1 × 1028 year 211 ton-year 130Te
Nucleon decay p → νK+ T > 3.80 × 1034 year (90% CL) 800 kton-year
Should a supernova occur during Theia operations, a
high-statistics detection of the ν̄e flux will be made – literally
complementary to the detection of the νe flux in the DUNE
liquid argon detectors. The simultaneous detection of both
messengers and detection of an optical, x-ray, or gamma-ray
component will enable a great wealth of neutrino physics and
supernova astrophysics. With a very deep location and with
the detection of a combination of scintillation and Cherenkov
light [15,16], Theia will have world-leading sensitivity to
make a detection of the Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Back-
ground (DSNB) antineutrino flux [17–19]. The most ambi-
tious goal, which would likely come in a future phase, is a
search for neutrinoless double beta decay (NLDBD), with
a total isotopic mass of 30 tonnes or more, and with decay
lifetime sensitivity in excess of 1028 years [20,21].
Table 1 summarizes the physics reach of Theia. This
broad program would be addressed using a phased approach,
as discussed in Sect. 1.1.
Theia is able to achieve this broad range of physics by
exploiting new technologies to act simultaneously as a (low-
energy) scintillation detector and a (high-energy) Cherenkov
detector. Scintillation light provides the energy resolution
necessary to get above the majority of radioactive back-
grounds and provides the ability to see slow-moving recoils;
Cherenkov light enables event direction reconstruction which
provides particle ID at high energies and background dis-
crimination at low-energies. Thus, the scientific program
benefits in many cases on the ability of Theia to discrim-
inate efficiently and precisely between the scintillation and
Cherenkov photons.
Discrimination between Cherenkov and scintillation pho-
tons can be achieved in several ways. The use of a cock-
tail like water-based liquid scintillator (WbLS) provides a
favorable ratio of Cherenkov/scintillation light [22]. Com-
bining angular and timing information allows discrimination
between Cherenkov and scintillation light for high-energy
events even in a standard scintillator like LAB-PPO [23].
Slowing scintillator emission time down by using slow sec-
ondary fluors can also provide excellent separation [24,25].
Recent R&D with dichroic filters to sort photons by wave-
length has shown separation of long-wavelength Cherenkov
light from the typically shorter-wavelength scintillation light,
even in LAB-PPO, with only small reductions in the total
scintillation light. This could be realized in a large detector
by using Winston light concentrators built from dichroic fil-
ters, termed “dichroicons” [26]. In principle, all of these tech-
niques could be deployed together if needed to achieve the
full Theia physics program. New reconstruction techniques,
to leverage the multi-component light detection, are being
developed and with the fast timing of newly available PMTs
and the ultrafast timing of LAPPDs (Large Area Picosecond
Photo-Detectors), allow effective tracking for high-energy
events and excellent background rejection at low energies.
1.1 Detector configuration
The requirements for each of Theia’s physics goals are dif-
ferent, although in nearly all cases increased detector mass
unsurprisingly provides better sensitivity. We consider for
our sensitivity studies two distinct size configurations: a 25-
kt total mass detector with a geometry consistent with one
of the planned DUNE caverns and which could be deployed
relatively quickly (Theia-25); and a detector with 100-kt
total mass in a right-cylinder geometry (Theia-100). Fig-
ure 1 shows simulation-derived images of each detector. Ulti-
mately, the limitation on size is likely driven by the attenua-
tion lengths of the scintillator mixture in the detector.
The variation in requirements in some cases is inclusive:
the need for good energy resolution at low energies only
improves the background rejection and reconstruction capa-
bilities at high energies, and the same is true for require-
ments on direction reconstruction via Cherenkov photons.
Other requirements may be exclusive or at least partially so:
the presence of inner containment to hold a 0νββ isotope-
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Fig. 1 The Theia detector. Top panel: Theia-25 sited in the planned
fourth DUNE cavern; lower left panel: an interior view of Theia-25
modeled using the Chroma optical simulation package [27]; lower mid-
dle panel: exterior view of Theia-100 in Chroma; lower right panel:
an interior view of Theia-100 in Chroma. In all cases, Theia has been
modelled with 86% coverage using standard 10-inch PMTs, and 4%
coverage with LAPPDs, uniformly distributed, for illustrative purposes
loaded scintillator would make a long-baseline analysis more
complex from an optical standpoint, or reduce fiducial mass.
A major advantage of Theia is that the target can be mod-
ified in a phased program to address the science priorities. In
addition, since a major cost of Theia is expected to be pho-
tosensors, investments in Theia-25 instrumentation can be
transferred directly over to Theia-100. Thus, Theia can be
realized in phases, with an initial phase consisting of lightly-
doped scintillator and very fast photosensors, followed by
a second phase with enhanced photon detection to enable a
very low energy solar neutrino program, followed by a third
phase that could include doping with a 0νββ isotope and
perhaps an internal containment vessel. Table 2 lists the pri-
mary physics targets and the general configuration required
to achieve those physics goals for each phase.
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Table 2 Theia physics goals and phased program. Each successive phase adds to the breadth of the physics program. The configuration column
lists potential approaches to each phase, rather than a finalized detector design
Phase Primary physics goals Detector capabilities Configuration options
I Long-baseline oscillations High-precision ring imaging Low-yield WbLS
8B flux Low photosensor coverage
Supernova burst, DSNB Fast timing
II Long-baseline oscillations Low threshold High-yield WbLS or slow LS
8B MSW transition Cherenkov/scintillation separation Potential 7Li loading
CNO, pep solar High light yield High photosensor coverage
Reactor and geo ν̄ Potential dichroicon deployment
Supernova burst (ν̄e and νe)
DSNB (νe and ν̄e)
III 0νββ Low threshold Inner vessel with LAB+PPO+isotope
8B MSW transition Cherenkov/scintillation separation High photosensor coverage
Reactor and geo ν̄ High light yield Potential dichroicon deployment
Supernova burst and DSNB (ν̄e)
We discuss the various detector possibilities in terms of
their total mass (25 kt vs. 100 kt) because fiducial mass
depends upon the individual physics goals. Low-energy,
single-event physics (solar neutrinos, double-beta decay) can
be sensitive to backgrounds from low-energy gamma rays
coming from the photon sensors or containment vessel and
thus a strict fiducial cut is needed; low-energy time-correlated
events such as reactor antineutrinos or supernova burst neu-
trinos are more easily distinguished from such “external”
backgrounds and thus a larger fiducial volume can be sup-
ported. High-energy physics, such as beam neutrino events,
atmospheric neutrinos, and nucleon decay, are insensitive to
such backgrounds but because they include extended tracks
and showers they also require a fiducial cut (a “distance-to-
nearest-wall”) to ensure enough information is available for
precise energy reconstruction and particle ID. Thus, in the
following sections, we include the relevant fiducial volumes
for each physics topic, but keep the total mass fixed to our
two defined configurations.
2 Detector capabilities
The Theia detector is made possible by the development
of new technology, mainly in the areas of fast photosen-
sors, novel scintillating liquids, spectral photon sorting, and
advanced image recognition techniques, especially those uti-
lizing machine learning (ML) and other new techniques to
discern underlying patterns from complex image data. In this
section we present the status of these new technologies, and
in addition discuss plans to further develop and incorporate
them into the Theia design.
2.1 Water-based liquid scintillator
Theia will be a unique detector, designed as the first large
realization of the advanced scintillation detector concept
(ASDC) [28]. Thus far, large Water Cherenkov (WC) detec-
tors such as Super-Kamiokande (SK) have suffered in sensi-
tivity due to the inability to detect particles with energy below
the Cherenkov threshold. For example, this limits sensitiv-
ity to the DSNB [17] due to enhanced backgrounds from
low-energy atmospheric neutrino interactions, and reduced
signal from the inability to detect positron annihilation,
which enhances the prompt signal from the leading reac-
tion νe + p → e+ + n. In the area of proton decay, the kaon
from p → νK+ is below the Cherenkov threshold, and in the
area of solar neutrinos the 7Be and CNO neutrinos are prac-
tically undetectable as much of the energy from the neutrino
electron scattering reaction is invisible.
Organic liquid scintillators (LS) have been used to
enhance sensitivity for below Cherenkov threshold particles.
LS is currently being used in the KamLAND, Borexino, and
SNO+ detectors, and is planned for use in the JUNO detec-
tor now under construction. While this is very effective at
increasing sensitivity at low energies, it comes at the loss of
the directional sensitivity and multi-track resolution that is
a hallmark of WC detectors. Use of organic LS also intro-
duces issues of high cost, short optical transmission lengths,
and undesirable environmental and safety problems.
The recent development of water-based liquid scintillator
(WbLS) [22] has the potential to alter this situation. By intro-
ducing a small amount (typically 1–10%) of liquid scintillator
into water, the liquid yield can be adjusted to allow detec-
tion of particles below Cherenkov threshold while not sac-
rificing directional capability, cost, or environmental friend-
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liness. First developed at Brookhaven National Lab (BNL),
WbLS is a leading candidate for the main target medium
for Theia, and will enhance the proposed scientific program
significantly, as described in subsequent sections.
There is an active R&D effort to realize the novel WbLS
liquid target being considered for Theia. These efforts
include a precision measurement of attenuation at long dis-
tances, demonstration of material compatibility with detector
components, and accurate costs and production capabilities.
Examples include WbLS development at BNL [29], compat-
ibility studies at UC Davis, characterization and optimization
with the CHESS detector at UC Berkeley and LBNL [23,30],
fast photon sensor development at Chicago and Iowa State
[31], spectral photon sorting at Penn [26], development of
reconstruction and particle identification algorithms [32–40],
and potential nanoparticle loading in NuDot at MIT [41].
A practical purification system is being developed at UC
Davis [42]. This purification system, based on separating
the scintillator component from the water component using
nanofiltration (NF) techniques, has been shown to work well
at small scales. After separation, standard water purification
techniques can be used. Since NF is widely used in the food
industry, systems of the size needed for Theia scale detec-
tors are commercially available. The WbLS R&D program
for Theia also strongly leverages existing efforts and syn-
ergy with other programs, such as ANNIE [43], SNO+ [44],
WATCHMAN [45], and others.
For the purposes of the studies presented in here we have
made the following reasonable assumptions for WbLS per-
formance: (1) absorption and scattering are simply weighted
averages of pure water and LAB-based LS, and (2) a 10%
of LS light yield can be achieved with good stability and
reasonable costs.
For the studies of Theia performance for CP violation,
the advantages of WbLS have not been incorporated into the
analysis. For example, it is expected that this will likely pro-
vide better vertex resolution and enable detection of below
Cherenkov threshold charged hadrons, but given the high
light levels and a reasonable Cherenkov/scintillation pho-
ton separation, the tracking performance already achieved in
existing WC detectors will not be degraded.
2.2 Photodetection
Complementary to the development of new chemical load-
ings and WbLS is the development of new advanced pho-
todetection capabilities. Progress in photosensor technol-
ogy will enable significant improvements in time resolu-
tion, improved light collection, spatial granularity at different
scales, and even the ability to separate photons by production
process, production point, and wavelength. Many of the tech-
nologies, once speculative, are now reaching maturity. The
specific combination of these technologies that will optimize
the physics reach of Theia is currently being explored. These
are summarized below.
Since the construction of the last generation of large
water optical neutrino detectors, significant progress has
also been made in the advancement of conventional vacuum
PMTs. High quantum efficiency (QE) PMTs with QE greater
than 35% are now readily available from multiple suppli-
ers. Direct comparisons in the laboratory between these new
devices and the 20-inch Hamamatsu PMTs installed in Super-
Kamiokande have shown that they have a factor of 1.5 better
photon collection efficiency per square centimeter [46]. Thus,
a wall coverage of only 27% is needed to be equivalent to
the 40% in Super-Kamiokande in terms of photon collection
capabilities. In addition, timing is significantly better (e.g.
1.3 ns FWHM [46] versus 5.1 ns [47]), and other perfor-
mance characteristics are also much improved [46,48]. In
some studies below, PMTs with modern performance char-
acteristics were used (e.g. solar neutrinos), while in others
older performance characteristics have not yet been updated
(e.g. CP violation search) and thus results are expected to
improve.
Large area picosecond photo-detectors (LAPPDs) are 20
cm × 20 cm imaging photosensors with single photoelec-
tron (SPE) time resolutions below 100 ps and sub-cm spa-
tial resolutions [31,49]. The combination of these capabili-
ties makes it possible to better separate individual photons
and develop reconstruction tools that fully capture correla-
tions between the time and spatial patterns of light, rather
than treating them independently. LAPPDs are now commer-
cially available through Incom, Inc and will soon be deployed
in their first neutrino application in the ANNIE experiment
[43]. Studies done by ANNIE show a significant increase in
high-energy reconstruction capabilities [43], albeit at rather
short distances. Note that ANNIE has only one LAPPD for
every twenty-five PMT’s and it was determined from sim-
ulations that this was sufficient to meet the initial goals of
ANNIE to measure neutron production from single-track
quasi-elastic events. The addition of LAPPDs was shown
to improve the vertex and tracking resolution by a factor of
two over just using PMTs in this experiment. The addition of
more LAPPDs to ANNIE to handle multi-track events and
further improve performance is still under study. Studies of
the impact of LAPPD deployment on Theia are underway.
Preliminary results suggest substantial improvement in ver-
tex resolution, but a smaller effect on Cherenkov/scintillation
separation at this scale, since dispersion has a substantial
effect over the distances in question. The use of LAPPDs is
not assumed in any of the following physics discussions.
LAPPD costs are expected to drop with increasing pro-
duction yields and market extent. Further work in develop-
ing new production techniques, such as the use of ceramic
bodies, and the development of in situ photocathodes, once
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mature, could have a significant impact in further reducing
these prices.
Another advancement in photon detection is the devel-
opment of multi-PMT modules and mixed PMT coverage
schemes. IceCube, KM3Net, and Hyper-Kamiokande are
developing digital optical modules (DOMs) [50–52] in place
of conventional large area photomultipliers. These transpar-
ent modules each contain an array of smaller PMTs along
with the readout electronics. These DOMs provide similar
area coverage to more conventional large-area PMTs, but
with finer spatial and time resolution, as well as the ability to
resolve directionality. The JUNO collaboration is pursuing a
detector design with a mixture of large-area and small-area
PMTs to achieve increased coverage, and to provide different
scales of spatial granularity [53].
Many of the key advances in photodetection look beyond
the photosensors themselves and consider optics for using
photodetectors more efficiently. Traditional light collectors
such as Winston Cones and scintillating light guides have
been rigorously pursued for the Long Baseline Neutrino
Experiment (LBNE) [54] and Hyper-K [55]. Using arrays of
lenses, plenoptic imaging would add directional information
to detected light [56]. Novel designs using specular reflec-
tion off mirrors could also be used to enhance coverage.
One particularly promising optical concept is the applica-
tion of dichroic filters to separate light by wavelength. This
would provide a strong additional handle for discriminating
between the largely monochromatic scintillation light and
broad-band Cherenkov light, as well as enabling better cor-
rection for chromatic dispersion of Cherenkov photons [26].
Moving forward, the Theia collaboration will leverage
detailed simulations and reconstruction tools to evaluate the
optimal suite of photosensors, light collection and sorting
optics, and readout electronics. The challenge is to enable
improved physics over a wide range of energies and to co-
develop the photodetector systems with the optimization of
the particular WbLS cocktail. The deployment of photosen-
sors in Theia will likely be different than in other existing
applications, so another key task will be the development of
application-ready modules, in parallel with the process of
technology down selection.
2.3 Reconstruction techniques
While Cherenkov detectors have been very successful in
reconstructing various properties of the particles involved
in a neutrino event, liquid scintillation detectors have long
been considered a source for calorimetric information only.
However, in recent years it has become clear that the time
information of the light in liquid scintillators can be used to
access a wide range of information, similar or even superior
to what a pure Cherenkov detector can deliver [57].
There are two complementary approaches to reconstruc-
tion in both detector types and, consequently, also in WbLS
detectors. The first approach developed in MiniBooNE [58]
and extended to the more complicated event topologies of
Super-Kamiokande [33] follows a likelihood ansatz to find
the optimal track parameters and compare different hypothe-
ses. This technique can naturally accommodate Cherenkov
and scintillation light, as was required for MiniBooNE, by
combining Cherenkov and scintillation light predictions for
each photosensor in the calculation of the likelihood. In con-
trast to this, three-dimensional topological reconstruction
[32] tries to picture the spatial distribution of the energy depo-
sition within the detector without using a specific hypothesis.
This technique has been developed for the LENA [59] detec-
tor and also been implemented for the JUNO detector [60].
The application of these algorithms to Cherenkov detectors
is straightforward. An example for a reconstructed stopping
muon in LENA (a liquid scintillator detector) clearly showing
the accessibility of the energy loss per unit length in shown
in Fig. 2.
Both methods have been improved considerably over the
last couple of years. For example fiTQun [33], the reconstruc-
tion software used by Super-Kamiokande/T2K, is now able
to reconstruct up to 6 Cherenkov rings produced by electron,
muon, or pion particle hypotheses. This allows for a simul-
taneous determination of the identity and number of par-
ticles. Recently, the Super-Kamiokande collaboration also
published results using fiTQun [34] with improved kinematic
and particle identification capabilities. This allowed them to
increase the volume accessible to the analysis by 32%.
Topological reconstruction offers large volume liquid
detectors the same capabilities as highly segmented detectors
(with all the resulting implications). This includes possibili-
ties for particle identification at energies as low as a few MeV
based on topological information. For example it is now pos-
sible to distinguish point-like events from multi-site events
in liquid scintillator [35] using various techniques, including
likelihood-based pulse shape discrimination methods [36].
Figure 3 shows an example of the separation of electrons
from gammas, critical for separation of neutrino scatters,
which produce electrons, from common gamma emitters in
the uranium and thorium decay chains.
At low energies, reconstruction techniques have also
improved remarkably. Reconstruction of events with energies
down to 3-5 MeV using Cherenkov light in pure water has
been done by both the Super-Kamiokande and SNO experi-
ments [62–64]. The ability to separate Cherenkov from scin-
tillation light allows the use of additional information for
event reconstruction. This was pioneered by the LSND exper-
iment, which successfully used Cherenkov light in a diluted
liquid scintillator to reconstruct electron tracks in the energy
range of about 45 MeV [65]. More recently, the feasibil-
ity of directional reconstruction of few-MeV electrons in a
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Fig. 2 Reconstruction results for a simulated muon with 3 GeV ini-
tial kinetic energy in the cylindrical LENA detector projected along
the symmetry axis (left) or a radial y-axis (right). The primary particle
started at (0, 1000, 0) cm in the direction (1, −1, 0). Both the pro-
jected tracks of the primary particle (red) and of secondary particles
(black) are shown. The cell content is given in a.u. and rescaled such
that the maximum content is 1. The plots are taken from [32], which
provides details on the reconstruction procedure
Fig. 3 Maximum derivative of the radial profile of the 3D-topological reconstruction at 2 MeV in JUNO for (left) electrons and positrons and
(right) electrons and gammas [61]
conventional high-light yield liquid scintillator has also been
demonstrated in simulations relevant to NLDBD experiments
[37]. In both these examples, the use of timing information
was crucial for separating directional Cherenkov light from
the isotropic scintillation light.
Direction reconstruction based on Cherenkov-scintillation
light separation continues to make rapid progress [35,39]. At
their core, these new algorithms rely on selecting a sample of
photoelectrons (PEs) with a favourable ratio of Cherenkov to
scintillation light. Then the ‘center-of-mass’ of the PE distri-
bution on the detector surface becomes aligned with the direc-
tion of the parent particle. An angular resolution of 0.5–0.8
radians can be achieved for a large spherical detector similar
to KamLAND-Zen, but equipped with 100-ps time resolu-
tion photo-detectors. An example of direction reconstruction
for 2.5-MeV electrons is shown in Fig. 4. We note that direc-
tion reconstruction of MeV-scale electrons relies on the abil-
ity to separate Cherenkov and scintillation light. Figure 4
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Fig. 4 Simulation of a liquid scintillator detector similar to
KamLAND-Zen, but equipped with 100 ps time resolution photo-
detectors. Details about the simulation can be found in [39] (Left): The
inner product between the reconstructed direction and the true elec-
tron direction for simulation of 10,000 one-track background events.
(Right): The mean value of the inner product distribution as a function
of photo-coverage
shows the performance of a reconstruction algorithm that
achieves Cherenkov/scintillation separation by using timing
information in a detector much smaller than Theia. It can
be expected that the effects of dispersion will be inherently
greater in the larger Theia detector and, thus, the primar-
ily blue scintillation light should be further delayed relative
to the longer-wavelength Cherenkov tail. Work is ongoing
to develop direction reconstruction for the Theia detector.
The required Cherenkov detection efficiency, and methods
for achieving it, are still being developed, as discussed in
Sects. 1 and 2.
Beyond directionality, topological features of events in
the few-MeV energy range can also be extracted. A spheri-
cal harmonics analysis of PE distributions has been used to
separate NLDBD from 8B solar neutrino events [38]. This
has been improved by introducing a Cherenkov-scintillation
space-time boundary that allows for reliable and more
general Cherenkov-scintillation light separation [39]. The
Cherenkov-scintillation space-time boundary is defined as
the light cone in the 2-dimensional space of the arrival time
and the polar angle of each PE with respect to the axis from
the center of the detector to the vertex. The PEs located near
the boundary correspond to photons that were emitted early
and contain a high fraction of directional Cherenkov PEs. In
a consequent analysis each individual PE can be assigned a
weight based on its distance from the boundary, thus maxi-
mizing the contribution from Cherenkov PEs.
Reconstruction of various characteristics of candidate
events in detectors with scintillation and Cherenkov light can
further benefit from the widely spreading use of machine
learning techniques. For example, separation of NLDBD
from 10C events using a convolutional neural network (CNN)
has been explored in [66]. In a simulation using detec-
tor parameters similar to KamLAND-Zen, including photo-
coverage, time and position resolution, 60% rejection of 10C
events has been achieved with a 90% signal efficiency for
NLDBD candidate events.
3 Physics sensitivities and detector requirements
Theia would address a broad program of physics, including:
geo-neutrinos, supernova neutrinos, nucleon decay, measure-
ment of the neutrino mass hierarchy and CP-violating phase,
and even a next-generation neutrinoless double beta decay
search. The sections below discuss the progress in estimat-
ing sensitivities and detector requirements in the context of
Theia-25 and Theia-100.
3.1 Long baseline
Neutrino oscillations arise from mixing among the flavor and
mass states of the neutrino which can be described by a com-
plex unitary matrix that depends on three mixing angles and
a potentially CP-violating phase. The parameters of this mix-
ing matrix determine the probability amplitudes of neutrino
oscillation and the differences between the neutrino masses
determine the frequency of oscillation. These parameters
have all been measured, with the exception of the value of the
CP-violating phase, δCP [67], although the ordering of the
mass states is also not definitively determined. Long-baseline
neutrino oscillation experiments have significant sensitivity
to the mixing parameters θ23, θ13, and δCP , as well as to
the mass splitting Δm232, and the neutrino mass ordering via
matter effects. The atmospheric parameters, θ23 and Δm232,
have been measured by the existing long-baseline oscillation
experiments T2K [68] and NOvA [69]. These experiments
are also beginning to have sensitivity to δCP . DUNE [4,5] is
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a next-generation long-baseline neutrino oscillation experi-
ment being built at the long baseline neutrino facility (LBNF)
[3] that will make a definitive determination of the neutrino
mass ordering, will have sensitivity for a definitive discovery
of CP-violation for much of the possible parameter space, and
will make precise measurements of all the oscillation param-
eters governing long-baseline oscillation in a single experi-
ment. DUNE plans to use liquid argon time projection cham-
bers (TPC) for the large detectors at the LBNF far site in the
United States. Hyper-Kamiokande [55] is a next-generation
long-baseline experiment using a water Cherenkov detector
(WCD) at a far site in Japan. Both are anticipated to run on
a similar timescale.
The long-baseline oscillation sensitivities of two potential
configurations of Theia positioned at the LBNF far site have
been considered. Theia sensitivity is compared to that of a
DUNE-like liquid-argon TPC, using the same flux, location,
and true oscillation parameters, such that the impact of detec-
tor reconstruction and selection efficiency may be directly
compared. The full realization of Theia is a 100-kt right
cylindrical volume (Theia-100), similar to the geometry of
Super-Kamiokande and Hyper-Kamiokande, which corre-
sponds approximately to 70-kt fiducial volume. A smaller
25-kt realization (Theia-25) with a 17-kt fiducial volume in
one of the four LBNF caverns would be able to supplement
the DUNE measurements with CP-violation sensitivity com-
parable to a 10-kt (fiducial) liquid argon detector [70].
The ability to measure long-baseline neutrino oscillations
with a distinct set of detector systematic uncertainties and
neutrino interaction uncertainties relative to the liquid argon
detectors, would provide an important independent cross-
check of the extracted oscillation parameter values.
For the studies presented here, we use GLoBES [71,72] to
calculate predicted spectra for different oscillation parameter
hypotheses and compare these to quantify experimental sen-
sitivity. We make use of the publicly available LBNF beam
flux and DUNE detector performance description [73]. For
the DUNE sensitivity we assume a 10-kt fiducial mass, cor-
responding to a single DUNE far detector module. For the
Theia sensitivity, we use Theia’s expected 70- or 17-kton
fiducial mass and assume the detector can be designed to per-
form as well as and no better than a conventional WCD, using
Monte Carlo simulations from Super-Kamiokande to define
this performance. Detailed simulations of improved perfor-
mance from using LAPPDs, WbLS, and advanced image
recognition algorithms are planned and expected to demon-
strate improved performance. Consistent with DUNE, we
assume seven years exposure with equal running in neutrino
and antineutrino mode for both detectors, where the run-
ning time in each year assumes a typical Fermilab accelerator
uptime of 56%. We use oscillation parameter central values
and uncertainties from NuFit 4.0 [74,75].
Previous studies of a water Cherenkov detector in the
LBNF beam were performed in the context of the prede-
cessor experiment to DUNE: LBNE [76]. These studies were
based on Super-Kamiokande event reconstruction techniques
developed within the first several years of Super-Kamiokande
data taking, and were restricted to single-ring events with no
Michel electrons from stopped pion and muon decay. In the
decade since, important advancements have been made in
Cherenkov reconstruction that have substantially improved
particle identification and ring counting. As described in
Sect. 2.3, the fiTQun event reconstruction package used for
Theia sensitivity studies has now been fully implemented
in the most recent T2K analyses [68]. These improvements,
when applied to the LBNF beam, enhance the sensitivity to
neutrino oscillations in three important ways:
1. The improved ring counting has removed 75% of the neu-
tral current background, relative to the previous analysis,
due to improvements in the detection of the faint second
ring in boosted π0 decays;
2. The improved electron/muon particle identification has
allowed for an additional sample of 1-ring, one-Michel-
electron events from νe-CCπ+ interactions, without sig-
nificant contamination from νμ backgrounds
3. Multi-ring νe event samples can now be selected with
sufficient purity to further enhance sensitivity to neutrino
oscillation parameters.
The long-baseline oscillation analysis now includes nine
samples that are analyzed with independent systematic uncer-
tainties within a single fit: one-, two-, and three-ring events
with either zero or one Michel electron in neutrino mode, and
the corresponding zero Michel electron samples for antineu-
trino mode. A boosted decision tree is employed to reduce
the neutral current background, which uses the best-fit like-
lihoods of all one-, two-, and three-ring hypothesis fits, and
the lowest reconstructed particle momentum in each fit. The
resulting neutrino-mode samples are shown in Fig. 5 and the
antineutrino-mode samples are shown in Fig. 6. The two- and
three-ring samples tend to have higher background than the
single-ring samples, but do make significant contributions to
the overall sensitivity.
We assign independent normalization uncertainties of 2%
(5%) on each of the νe and νe appearance signal(background)
modes. We do not explicitly include the νμ disappearance
samples, but the choice of uncertainty for the appearance
samples assumes some systematics constraint from the disap-
pearance samples. This treatment of systematic uncertainty
is comparable to that in the DUNE conceptual design report
(CDR) analysis, and assumes significant constraint of sys-
tematic uncertainty from the DUNE near detector. Under
these assumptions, we find better than 3σ sensitivity to CP
violation for much of parameter space for Theia-100, with
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Fig. 5 Expected event rates in neutrino mode as a function of reconstructed neutrino energy for Theia-100 after 3.5 years in the LBNF beam
for the six selected neutrino-mode samples: one ring (top), two ring (middle), three ring (bottom) with zero Michel electrons (left) or one Michel
electron (right)
the sensitivity of the Theia-25 WCD being comparable that
of the DUNE 10-kt LArTPC, as shown in Fig. 7.
Both the Theia δCP and mass hierarchy sensitivities, and
the corresponding LAr sensitivities from the DUNE CDR are
based on similar assumptions about the eventual systematic
uncertainty levels that will be achieved. In practice, achiev-
ing these targets will require a high-precision near detector
program. A conceptual design for the DUNE near detector
complex is presently under development, and is expected
to include 3 major detector systems: a LArTPC, a down-
stream multipurpose detector, consisting of a high-pressure
argon gas TPC and surrounding energy calorimeter (ECAL),
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Fig. 6 Expected event rates in antineutrino mode as a function of
reconstructed neutrino energy for Theia-100 after 3.5 years in the
LBNF beam for the three selected antineutrino-mode samples: one ring
(top left), two ring (top right), three ring (bottom) with zero Michel
electrons. Note that the vertical scale is different compared to Fig. 5.
Samples with Michel electrons are not considered for antineutrino mode
Fig. 7 Sensitivity to CP violation (i.e.: determination that δCP = 0 or
π ) (left) and sensitivity to determination of the neutrino mass ordering
(right), as a function of the true value of δCP , for theTheia 70-kt fiducial
volume detector (pink). Also shown are sensitivity curves for a 10-kt
(fiducial) LArTPC (blue dashed) compared to a 17-kt (fiducial) Theia-
25 WCD detector (pink dashed). Seven years of exposure to the LBNF
beam with equal running in neutrino and antineutrino mode is assumed.
LArTPC sensitivity is based on detector performance described by [73]
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and a 3-dimensional scintillator tracker (3DST) consisting
of 1 cm3 scintillator cubes surrounded by tracking detectors,
all installed within the KLOE ECAL and magnet. The argon
detectors are designed to move off-axis to take data with
many different neutrino energy spectra (DUNE-PRISM) in
order to provide additional constraints on neutrino-nucleus
interactions.
The 3DST uses the same scintillator cubes as the Super-
FGD detector, which is the new detector technology being
implemented in the upgrade of the ND280 near detector of
the T2K experiment. T2K has a detector configuration similar
to a potential Theia detector located at SURF, with a water-
based far detector and a scintillator-cube-based near detector.
The T2K near detector upgrade is targeted at a more detailed
understanding of neutrino interaction modeling by observing
short proton and pion tracks, as well as an ability to detect
neutrons, and then applying this improved understanding on
carbon to oxygen. A similar strategy is currently envisioned
for Theia based on the existing DUNE near detector config-
uration.
3.2 Solar neutrinos
Solar neutrinos have a long history of driving development
and discovery in the field, using a range of technologies.
There is a variety of untapped physics potential related to the
Sun’s production of neutrinos. Among these is the opportu-
nity to detect solar neutrinos from the subdominant CNO pro-
duction mechanism and discriminate between Standard Solar
Models to resolve the “solar metallicity problem”, emerg-
ing from tensions between theory and observation [77]. A
precision measurement of the neutrino flux from the CNO
cycle could prove extremely useful in resolving the discrep-
ancy, as the flux depends linearly on solar metallicity [78]. A
sensitive search for new physics can be performed by prob-
ing the transition region between low-energy vacuum oscil-
lation, below 1 MeV, and the matter-dominated oscillation
above 5 MeV, which is best achieved by a measurement of
the shape of the low-energy region of the spectrum of 8B neu-
trinos. Other exciting physics opportunities related to solar
neutrinos include tests of solar luminosity through precision
measurements of pep and pp neutrinos; tests of the solar tem-
perature; and, potentially, separation of the different compo-
nents of the CNO flux to probe the extent to which this cycle
is in equilibrium in the Sun’s core [79]. The LENA collabo-
ration have explored in detail the power of a large-scale scin-
tillator detector for resolving open questions in solar neutrino
physics [59]. Theia would have similar capability, with the
advantage of being able to distinguish ES events from back-
grounds (such as 210Bi) using directionality. For this study,
we focus on the prospects for CNO detection.
3.2.1 CNO neutrino flux
The world-leading limit on the CNO flux comes from the
Borexino experiment [80]. A primary obstacle to observation
is the challenge of distinguishing the elastic scattering (ES)
of CNO neutrinos from radioactive backgrounds, particularly
210Bi beta decays, using only the energy spectrum. Sensitiv-
ity to event direction could substantially add to the discrim-
ination power, as the neutrino-scattered electron direction
should be strongly correlated with the direction of the Sun,
whereas the background should appear isotropic. The com-
bined detection of both Cherenkov and scintillation signals
in Theia should allow for both direction reconstruction and
the required low threshold.
Such an approach has been explored for 25- and 50-
kton WbLS detectors, with promising results in [81]. The
approach here is based on that of [81], which is also presented
in [82] and [83], with minor departures, including focusing on
the specific Theia-25 and Theia-100 configurations. Sensi-
tivity to the neutrino flux normalizations is evaluated by per-
forming a 2D binned maximum likelihood fit in reconstructed
electron energy and cos θ. The same simulation packages,
generators and energy reconstruction methods are used as in
[81]. Simulation of the neutrino interactions and radioactive
decays is performed using RAT-PAC [84], a specialized sim-
ulation and analysis package employing Geant4 as the pri-
mary physics simulation software. Monte Carlo generators
used include the neutrino-electron elastic scattering devel-
oped by Joe Formaggio and Jason Detwiler, the radioactive
decay generator developed by Joe Formaggio, and Decay0
[85]. WbLS is simulated using a multi-component model of
water, linear alkylbenzene (LAB) and 2,5-Diphenyloxazole
(PPO), which allows flexible combination of the optical prop-
erties of the separate materials. The assumed standard solar
model (SSM) is the BS05OP model, and survival probabili-
ties are calculated using [86].
The energy reconstruction method is presented and eval-
uated in [81] and is shown to be quite robust for the energy
scale considered. While the method is not a full reconstruc-
tion, it more realistically allows the folding in of geometric
effects of the detector than would be achieved by a simple
smearing to the Monte Carlo information. The direction of
events due to radioactive decay is assumed to be perfectly
isotropic. For neutrino interactions, the direction of the elec-
tron relative to the neutrino is determined using the full differ-
ential cross section, and this is then convolved with a chosen
angular resolution using the functional form developed in
[87]. This is done to study the impact of a range of poten-
tial direction resolutions that might be achieved. Alpha and
coincidence rejection are applied as scalings to the relevant
assumed background rate normalizations. A judicious fidu-
cial volume cut of 60% in Theia-100 and 50% in Theia-25
is used as a proxy for removing external backgrounds such as
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Table 3 Natural radioactive and cosmogenic background levels for the baseline detector configuration
H2O level (g/gH2O) LS level (g/gLS)
238U chain 6.6 × 10−15 [95] 1.6 × 10−17 [93]
234Th chain 8.8 × 10−16 [95] 6.8 × 10−18 [93]
40K 6.1 × 10−16 [92] 1.3 × 10−18 [94]
85Kr 2.4 × 10−25 2.4 × 10−25 [94]
39Ar 2.8 × 10−24 2.8 × 10−24 [94]
210Bi 3.8 × 10−28 3.8 × 10−28 [94]
210Po 4.2 × 10−24 4.2 × 10−24 [94]
11C 100 (event per kt per year) [88,89,91] 2.0 × 104 (event per kt per year) [89–91]
15O 3000 (event per kt per year) [88,89,91] 0
208Tl gammas from the PMT glass and support structure. This
corresponds to roughly a 4-m (3-m) standoff from the PMTs
for Theia-100 (Theia-25). As in [81], the fits are found to
be unbiased by observing the pull distributions.
In order to save on computation power, Monte Carlo sig-
nals for the fit are generated for a lower coverage, kton-scale
detector. The coverage is scaled up in the reconstruction pro-
cess by adjusting the number of PMT hits accordingly, while
normalizations are recalculated for the larger exposure of the
25- or 100-kton detector. This approach assumes that effects
of absorption and scattering in WbLS on energy reconstruc-
tion are minimal. Absorption is expected to be low and, while
scattering may be more significant due to the presence of
micelles, this should have only a small impact on energy
resolution, which is dominated by photon counting. A more
significant impact can be expected on the achievable angular
resolution, but this is an input to this study – we investigate the
sensitivity that can be achieved for a range of angular resolu-
tion values. An ongoing study is exploring the angular resolu-
tion that can be achieved for different detector configurations.
This method of scaling the results has been verified for a 50-
kton detector against the full simulation approach taken in
[81], and the results are found to be in good agreement, thus
validating the assumptions described. The signals considered
in the fit are slightly altered from those in [81], with the addi-
tion of a water component of the cosmogenic 11C background
from spallation, as well as the addition of the cosmogenic
15O background in water, with normalizations derived from
[88]. The inclusion of these added components is found to
be minimal, though they are kept in place for completeness.
The depth of the LBNF location at SURF in the Homestake
mine is around 4300 mwe, and the muon rate at this location
(5.3±0.17×10−5 m−2 s−1 [89]) is reduced compared to that
measured at Borexino (3.41 ± 0.01 × 10−4 m−2 s−1 [90]).
The latter was used in the previous studies, so the nominal
cosmogenic rate is adjusted from the previous work using the
formulas developed in [91]. The remaining components are
the same as in [81]. The normalizations over which the fit is
performed are: 8B νe and νμ; 7Be νe and νμ; CNO νe and νμ;
pep νe and νμ; 39Ar and 210Po, floated together; 210Bi; 11C;
40K; 85Kr; 15O; the 232 Th chain; and the 238 U chain.
The sensitivity is studied for a range of detector configura-
tion parameters including WbLS scintillator fraction, angular
resolution, background levels, energy threshold, energy scale
and energy resolution. Five years of data taking assumed.
We take as our baseline result for the 100-kt (25-kt)
detector a 5% WbLS-loaded detector with 90% photocath-
ode coverage, a 5 year runtime, a 60% (50%) fiducial vol-
ume corresponding to roughly a 4-m (3-m) standoff from
the PMTs and 25◦ angular resolution. The energy region of
interest is between 0.6 and 6.5 MeV. The cosmogenic lev-
els are as discussed above, appropriately scaled to LBNF
from the Borexino-measured rate. The levels of radioactive
background are based on previous experiments: in the scin-
tillator component, we assume Borexino-level backgrounds.
In the water component, we consider the U-chain and Th-
chain backgrounds to be at the level of SNO water, the 40K
to be one tenth of the Borexino CTF water-level, and remain-
ing backgrounds to be at Borexino levels [92–95]. Table 3
shows the corresponding levels. Alpha rejection is taken to be
95% across all energies; coincidence rejection of BiPo events
falling in distinct trigger windows is taken to be 100%, and
95% for events that fall in the same trigger window.
The resulting energy spectrum plot for the 25-kt, 5%
WbLS detector can be seen in Fig. 8. Table 4 shows the frac-
tional uncertainty on the CNO normalization parameter as a
function of the detector volume, assumed angular resolution,
and WbLS fraction, holding all other configurations from
the baseline fit constant. Figure 9 highlights the dependence
on angular resolution and WbLS fraction in the 100-kton
detector. A strong dependence on angular resolution is seen,
underlining the important of good direction reconstruction
for discriminating signal from radioactive background. High
photocoverage is essential for such a requirement, particu-
larly at low energy.
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Fig. 8 Energy spectrum of expected signals for a 25 kiloton, 5% WbLS
loaded detector
The dependence of the CNO sensitivity on various back-
ground assumptions has been explored in [81], including the
cosmogenic rate, alpha rejection, BiPo coincidence rejec-
tion, and the level of background in water for the low energy
backgrounds 210Bi, 39Ar, 85Kr and 40K. As the dominant
low-energy background, additional attention was paid here
to 40K, beyond the previous work. This isotope has a some-
what complicated decay scheme involving β− decay to 40Ca,
and electron captures to the ground and Jπ = 2+ states
of 40Ar, as well as β+ decay to the ground state of 40Ar
[96]. In order to evaluate any impact of additional uncer-
tainties on this decay, we consider altering the branching
fractions consistent with tabulated uncertainties, as well as
changing the spectral shape associated with the β− decay to
an experimentally determined one [97]. We find that propa-
Fig. 9 Fractional uncertainty on the CNO normalization parameter as
a function of angular resolution and WbLS scintillator fraction, for
Theia-100
gating these effects changes the final results to the optimal
cases for Theia-25 and Theia-100 at the 0.1% level or less.
The impact of uncertainties on energy scale and resolution
were considered in [81] and found to be small.
Varying the energy threshold is found to have an under-
standably large effect on the sensitivity. For the 5% WbLS
detector with 25◦ degree angular resolution, the CNO uncer-
tainty climbs to 34% (15%) for the 25-kton (100-kton) detec-
tor if the threshold is raised from 0.6 MeV to 1 MeV.
3.2.2 Additional possibilities for solar neutrinos
Other studies of interest include probing the 8B transition
region between 1 and 5 MeV for potential non-standard
effects, as well as precision measurements of the pp, pep
and the individual CNO constituent fluxes to refine stellar
modeling. The prospects for these studies could potentially
Table 4 Fractional uncertainty, as a percentage, on the fitted CNO normalization parameter for various detector configurations scanned over size,
WbLS scintillator fraction and assumed angular resolution. The quoted results are the average of 100 such fits
Target mass WbLS 25◦ 35◦ 45◦ 55◦ 60◦ 65◦
100 kt 0.5% 4.7% 6.8% 8.6% 10.5% 12.1% 13.6%
100 kt 1% 4.5% 6.4% 8.0% 10.0% 11.5% 12.9%
100 kt 2% 4.1% 5.9% 7.5% 9.3% 10.6% 12.3%
100 kt 3% 3.7% 5.3% 6.9% 8.4% 9.8% 11.3%
100 kt 4% 3.6% 5.2% 6.6% 8.0% 9.5% 10.9%
100 kt 5% 3.4% 4.9% 6.3% 7.4% 8.7% 9.9%
25 kt 0.5% 11.1% 16.2% 20.6% 24.1 28.4% 32.8%
25 kt 1% 10.0% 14.1% 18.1% 22.1% 25.8% 29.6%
25 kt 2% 8.7% 12.6% 16.1% 19.7% 23.1% 26.4%
25 kt 3% 8.0% 11.6% 14.9% 18.0% 21.5% 24.2%
25 kt 4% 7.7% 11.1% 14.3% 17.4% 20.4% 23.0%
25 kt 5% 7.2% 10.2% 12.9% 15.5% 18.0% 20.3%
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Fig. 10 Comparison of various interaction cross sections, weighted
by the number of available targets for that interaction in a 100 kiloton
detector. The elastic scattering (ES) and 7Li charged current (Li CC)
interactions are weighted for a 100 kiloton detector of 5% WbLS, loaded
with 10% Lithium. The Li CC cross section is taken from [99]. The
deuteron neutral current (Deuteron NC) and charged current (Deuteron
CC) are weighted for a 100 kiloton detector entirely of heavy water,
D2O. Deuteron cross section are taken from [100]
be improved by loading the target material with a favorable
isotope that enhances the signal through other interaction
channels, such as 7Li, which has a high cross section for the
neutrino-nucleus charged current (CC) interaction [28,98].
Figure 10 compares the neutrino-electron elastic scattering
7Li CC interactions as a function of energy, weighted by
target in a 100-kt detector loaded with 5% WbLS and 10%
7Li. Overlaid are the target-weighted cross sections for the
charged and neutral current interactions on the deuteron,
again for a 100-kt detector. It can be seen that the 7Li cross
section becomes dominant around 5 MeV, which is of partic-
ular interest for a study of the 8B transition region. An addi-
tional benefit from this interaction is that the cross section
highly correlates the incoming neutrino energy and outgoing
electron energy, which provides an additional lever for stud-
ies in which knowledge of the neutrino energy is key, whereas
the breadth of the elastic scattering differential cross section
washes this out. Studies are ongoing to quantitatively evalu-
ate the potential for these additional physics topics, and the
impact of isotope loading.
3.3 Supernova neutrinos
The neutrino burst detected from the next galactic super-
nova (SN) will provide us with a wealth of information on
the dynamics of the core collapse (neutronization, reheating,
proto-neutron star cooling) and the properties of the neutrinos
themselves (mass hierarchy, absolute mass scale, collective
oscillations) (e.g. [101]). Since the first detection of SN neu-
trinos in 1987, there has been a continuous stream of new
features predicted for the SN neutrino signal, hinting at new
Table 5 Event rates expected in 100 kt of WbLS (10% scintillator) for
an SN at 10 kpc distance (GVKM model [109] and SNOwGLoBES).
We list inverse beta decays (IBDs), elastic scattering off electrons (ES)
as well as charged-current (νeO,ν̄eO) and neutral-current (NCO) inter-
actions on oxygen. Comparatively small event rates on carbon are not
listed
Reaction Rate
(IBD) ν̄e + p → n + e+ 19,800
(ES) ν + e → e + ν 960
(νeO) 16O(νe, e−)16F 340
(ν̄eO) 16O(ν̄e, e+)16N 440
(NCO) 16O(ν, ν)16O∗ 1100
stellar or particle physics [102]. So while we are uncertain
what (superposition of) signatures to expect from the next
event, it is beyond doubt that only a concerted effort of all
neutrino observatories available will enable us to extract the
full information contained in the burst signal (e.g. [103]),
then to be combined with electromagnetic and gravitational
wave observations (e.g. [15]).
If a SN neutrino burst would pass by the Earth today, the
largest event statistics would be collected by the two large
Cherenkov detectors, SK and IceCube [104,105]. Ten years
from now, we may expect that additional information will be
added by JUNO’s liquid scintillator and DUNE’s liquid argon
neutrino targets [60,106]. In a simplified picture, SK, JUNO
and IceCube will dominate the information on ν̄e flux and
energies, while DUNE has the potential for a high-statistics
νe measurement. JUNO will provide information on the com-
bined flux of νμ and ντ and antineutrinos (denoted commonly
as νx ).
What will Theia add to the global picture of SN neutrino
observations? To answer this, we assume Theia-100 with a
WbLS target of 10% organic fraction and 90% optical cov-
erage. The resulting photoelectron yield of ∼200 p.e./MeV
(75% scintillation) provides a 7% energy resolution compa-
rable to present-day organic scintillator detectors and a suf-
ficiently low threshold for high-efficiency neutron tagging.
1. A high-statistics and low-threshold signal: At 100 kt,
Theia will more than double the statistics expected for
both SK and JUNO combined in ν̄e-induced IBD signals
and add hundreds of events for νe’s and νx ’s (Table 5).
Together with a good energy resolution, this will be very
useful for correlation of time-dependent spectral features
with other observation techniques, e.g. with gravitational
wave emission in the early accretion phase (SASI), or
when looking for energy-dependent oscillation patterns
(e.g. the spectral swaps induced by collective oscilla-
tions) [105].
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Fig. 11 Visible energy spectra of the prompt events, corresponding to
the event rates of Table 5 (GVKM model [109]). A Gaussian energy
resolution of 7% at 1 MeV is applied
2. Flavor-resolved neutrino spectra: The presence of delayed
tags from neutron capture (IBD) and re-decays of 16N,
the presence of γ -lines from NCO reactions as well as
the directional signature for ES will allow to resolve the
integrated SN neutrino signal into its individual spec-
tral components (Fig. 11). This will enable unambiguous
spectroscopy of the νe (ES+νeO) and ν̄e (IBD+ν̄eO) sig-
nals as well as a measurement of the combined νe+ν̄e+νx
flux via NCO.
3. Supernova pointing: The presence of a high-efficiency
neutron tag greatly simplifies the selection of a clean
ES sample from an otherwise overwhelming IBD back-
ground [107], providing pointing accuracy on the sub-1◦
level and thus extremely valuable information for multi-
messenger observation of the early SN phases. The top
panel of Fig. 12 exemplifies an angular distribution of
directional ES and nearly isotropic IBD prompt events,
assuming a tagging efficiency of 90% and an intrinsic
angular resolution of 10◦ (1σ ). The lower panel com-
pares the pointing capabilities of Theia and SK for vary-
ing assumptions on the tagging efficiency, including the
upcoming SK-Gd phase.
4. Neutronization burst: While the ES signal induced by
the νe burst from the initial phase of the core-collapse is
comparatively weak, the large mass of Theia provides
O(20) events for an SN at 10 kpc. For a close-by SN
(e.g. 1 kpc), statistics will become sufficient to look as
well for the νe spectrum and potential oscillation effects
impacting on the burst.
5. Complementarity of Theia-25 and DUNE LAr: The
combination of WbLS and LAr detectors at the same
site will provide for a co-detection of νe and ν̄e sig-
nals, offering a unique opportunity to search for potential
differences in flavor/antiflavor oscillations for neutrinos
traversing the Earth. Moreover, even the comparatively
Fig. 12 SN pointing capability of Theia, based on the reconstruction
of the ES directional signal. Top panel: example angular distribution,
assuming 90 % in the flat IBD spectrum. Based on a fit to this and similar
distributions (red net), the bottom panel depicts the pointing accuracy
for Theia, assuming different IBD background levels for 100 kt as well
as 22.5 kt target mass (comparable to SK)
low volume of Theia-25 will provide O(102) events for
an SN as far away as the Large Magellanic Cloud and thus
a reliable and fast trigger signal for the DUNE LArTPCs.
6. Complementarity to other observatories: In relation to
SK and JUNO, Theia will be a further high-statistics ν̄e
detector but on the opposite side of the Earth, allowing
investigation of Earth matter effects in a direct spectral
comparison and superior pointing capabilities.
7. Pre-Supernova neutrinos. Theia will be a sensitive obser-
vatory for the ν̄e signal emitted by the Si burning phase
of a close-by SN progenitor star. Figure 13 scales the
time-dependent event rates calculated in [108] to the con-
ditions of Theia-100: depending on the progenitor mass
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Fig. 13 Time-dependent pre-Supernova neutrino events expected in
Theia-100: in total, more than 100 events are expected for a heavy-
mass progenitor (25 M) at 1 kpc distance and NH. In all cases, the ν̄e
event rate exceeds the relatively low background from geo- and reactor
neutrinos ∼1 day before the onset of the core-collapse. For IH, expected
event rates are about a factor of 3 lower. Light curves adopted from [108]
and the neutrino mass ordering, between 10 and 110 pre-
SN ν̄e events can be expected for a star at 1 kpc remove
(for 12M (IH) and 25M (NH), respectively). Given the
relatively low background from geo- and reactor neutri-
nos of ∼10 events per day (see below), a 3σ detection
of the signal will be possible out to 3.3 kpc in the most
favourable conditions (compared to ∼1.5 kpc for JUNO).
3.4 Diffuse supernova neutrino background
The Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB) con-
sists of neutrinos emitted by all core-collapse supernovae
(SNe) throughout the Universe [110,111]. Travelling over
vast distances and red-shifted by cosmic expansion, these
neutrinos constitute a faint isotropic background flux. The
discovery and subsequent spectroscopy of the DSNB will
provide unique information on the redshift-dependent SN
rate, the relative frequency of neutron star and black hole
formation and the equation of state of the emerging neutron
stars (e.g. [112]).
The primary detection reaction for the ν̄e component of the
DSNB flux is the inverse beta decay (IBD). With an expected
event rate of 0.1 per year per kiloton of detector material,
overwhelming backgrounds have to be faced. However, with
SK-Gd and JUNO there are now two contenders with a realis-
tic chance to obtain a first (3σ ) evidence of the DSNB within
the next 5−10 years [60,113].
Theia may play a pivotal role in the discovery and explo-
ration of the DSNB signal. With a target mass several times
the size of SK or JUNO,Theia-100 will obtain a ∼5σ discov-
ery of the DSNB in less than 1 year of data taking and reach
O(102) DSNB events within ∼5 years. Even the smaller
Theia-25 will profit considerably from the dual detection of
Cherenkov and scintillation signals that offer a background
discrimination capability unparalleled by Gd-doped water
or pure organic scintillator: For instance, a signal efficiency
of 95% can be maintained while reducing the most crucial
background from atmospheric neutrino NC interactions to a
residual ∼1.7% [19].
3.4.1 DSNB signal and background levels
For IBD events, the prompt energy of the positron signal
translates almost directly to the incident neutrino energy,
while the delayed neutron capture provides a fast coincidence
tag to reduce the ample single-event backgrounds. Figure 14a
depicts the visible energy spectrum (scintillation only) for the
prompt positrons. The chosen detector configuration corre-
sponds to a WbLS of 10% organic fraction and 70% photo-
coverage, resulting in a photoelectron yield of 120 (80) for
scintillation (Cherenkov) component. The DSNB model is
based on work by the Garching group [112].
Figuree 14a shows as well the relevant background spec-
tra: IBDs from reactor and atmospheric ν̄e’s constitute an
indistinguishable background that overwhelms the signal at
low and high energies, effectively limiting the detection to
an energy window of 10–30 MeV.
Even within this window, several further background
sources contribute, all of cosmogenic origin: cosmogenicβn-
emitters, primarily 9Li, are created by muon spallation on the
oxygen (and carbon) nuclei of the target; fast neutrons are
induced by muons in the rock surrounding the detector and
are able to enter the detector unnoticed. The combination of
a prompt signal created by elastic scattering off protons and
the subsequent neutron capture may mimic the IBD signa-
ture. Finally, NC reactions of atmospheric neutrinos (atm-
NC) resemble the IBD coincidence in case a prompt signal is
generated due to the recoils and possible de-excitation of the
fragments of the target nucleus and a delayed signal in case
a neutron is released from the nuclear break-up. First recog-
nized by the KamLAND experiment for its special impor-
tance in organic scintillators [114], it dominates the DSNB
signal by more than one order of magnitude. For scintillator
detectors like JUNO, the quenched nuclear signal constitutes
a major challenge to be overcome by pulse shape discrimi-
nation [60]. SK-Gd (or HK-Gd) will be much less affected
but features this background as well below ∼16 MeV [115].
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Fig. 14 The visible energy spectrum from scintillation expected for
the DSNB signal and its ample backgrounds: While a includes reactor
neutrinos, cosmogenic Li-9, fast neutrons as well as atmospheric neu-
trino CC and NC interaction rates before application of discrimination
techniques, b illustrates that − within the observational window from
∼8 to 30 MeV − all backgrounds can be greatly reduced by ring count-
ing, Cherenkov/scintillation ratio and delayed decay cuts to obtain a
signal-to-background ratio > 1
3.4.2 Background discrimination in WbLS
The main virtue of Theia lies with the excellent background
discrimination capabilities of the WbLS. In the context of the
DSNB search, the following have been investigated:
– A fiducial volume cut to reject surface background events,
especially fast neutrons created by muons in the sur-
rounding rock. In current configuration, Theia-25 will
feature 20 kt of fiducial mass, Theia-100 about 80 kt.
– Distance cuts relative to muon tracks traversing the fidu-
cial volume may be used to veto decays of the βn-emitter
9Li while reducing live exposure by about 1%.
– Ring counting: The reconstruction of Cherenkov rings
from individual final-state particles provides a handle
to discriminate one-ring positron events from multi-ring
atm-NC events. From simulation, we find that about 40%
of the latter background events can be discriminated
based on this feature,1 introducing a negligible loss in
signal efficiency.
– Delayed decays: In almost 50% of the relevant atm-NC
events, the residual nucleus is the β+-emitting isotope
15O with a lifetime of 2.2 min. Given the low energy
threshold, Theia will be able to tag the delayed decay
in order to reject half of the atm-NC background without
any noticable loss in signal efficiency.
– Cherenkov-to-scintillation ratio:Uniquely, a WbLS detec-
tor offers the possibility to discriminate events by
the magnitude of the Cherenkov signal accompany-
ing the scintillation light. While e± signals feature a
1 For this, we require that the subleading ring features at least 20% of
the overall Cherenkov photons.
high Cherenkov-to-scintillation (C/S) ratio, that of non-
relativistic nuclear recoils is practically zero. As demon-
strated by the left panel of Fig. 15 that displays the C/S
ratios of signal and atm-NC events as a function of vis-
ible energy, this parameter provides a powerful tool to
reject atm-NC (but also fast neutron) background events.
Residual atm-BG events with non-zero C/S values are
due to the emission of γ -rays in nuclear de-excitations of
oxygen nuclei. The right panel of Fig. 15 shows the rela-
tion between signal efficiency and background reduction
factor as a function of C/S threshold [19].
3.4.3 Sensitivity to the DSNB signal
Table 6 illustrates the impact of the aforementioned dis-
crimination techniques on the signal and background rates
within the observation window. While all background com-
ponents including the atm-NC events are greatly reduced, the
DSNB signal acceptance is hardly affected. The correspond-
ing energy spectra are shown in Fig. 14b, demonstrating a
clear dominance of the signal over the entire energy window.
Theia-25 will require about 6 years of data taking to
achieve a 5σ discovery of the DSNB signal (assuming stan-
dard predictions for flux and spectral energy) [19]. Combined
with SK+Gd and JUNO, the three detectors will acquire
about 5–10 DSNB events per year (with ∼ 40% of statistics
from Theia), so that a spectroscopic analysis of the DSNB
based on O(102) events will become feasible over 10–20
years. At the same time, the C/S signatures of the large atm-
NC event sample recorded in WbLS will enable an in-depth
study of this most relevant background and will help to reduce
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Fig. 15 Top panel: The C/S ratio offers a powerful tool for the dis-
crimination of positron-like DSNB (blue) and hadronic prompt events
from atm-NC reactions (black). While most background events feature
no Cherenkov light and, as such, a C/S ratio of 0, some final-state γ
rays result in a curved band of atm-NC events that leaks slightly into the
signal region. Bottom panel: atm-NC background reduction as function
of the DSNB signal efficiency
the corresponding systematic uncertainties as well for SK-Gd
and especially JUNO.
Theia-100 will take a clear lead in the exploration of the
DSNB signal. DSNB discovery is expected in a bit more than
1 year of data taking, and first spectral analyses only a few
years later: in the long run, spectroscopy will provide access
to the astrophysics of SNe, ranging from the equation of state
of neutron stars to the fraction of dark SNe resulting from
black-hole collapses [19].
3.5 Geological and reactor neutrino measurements
Global antineutrinos emerge from nuclear beta-minus decays,
which produce a characteristic energy spectrum in the few-
MeV range for each parent isotope. While the mixture of
isotopes decaying within a source uniquely determines the
energy spectrum of the emitted antineutrinos, neutrino oscil-
lations distort the spectrum of the detected antineutrinos in a
pattern determined by the distance from the source. Spectral
distortion is pronounced for point-like nuclear power reactors
and subtle for diffuse sources within Earth.
The rate and energy spectrum of global antineutrino inter-
actions varies dramatically with surface location [116]. The
following discussion assumes antineutrino interactions by
IBD on hydrogen (Eν > 1.8 MeV) in a water target located
at SURF and with a detection efficiency of 90%. The realized
detection efficiency depends heavily on the actual light pro-
duction (scintillator loading) and light collection (photosen-
sitive area). The interaction rates given here can be scaled for
the different phases of Theia. Figure 16 shows the detected
energy spectrum of the predicted rate of antineutrinos from
the nuclear power reactors and Earth.
Observations of Earth antineutrinos, or geo-neutrinos,
probe the quantities and distributions of terrestrial heat-
producing elements uranium and thorium. The quantities
of these elements gauge global radiogenic power, offering
insights into the origin and thermal history of Earth [117].
Spatial distributions reveal the initial partitioning and subse-
quent transport of these trace elements between metallic core,
Table 6 Rates of DSNB signal and backgrounds within the observation
window (8–30 MeV) for a live exposure of 100 kt·years. While the first
column represents the rates before cuts, the following columns apply
delayed decay, C/S ratio and ring-counting cuts. The cited fast neutron
rate assumes a 2.5 m fiducial volume cut or presence of corresponding
active shielding surrounding the target volume
Spectral contribution After FV cut Li veto Delayed decays Single-ring C/S cut
DSNB signal 25.9 25.7 25.7 24.5 24.5
Reactor neutrinos – – – – –
Atmospheric CC 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9
Atmospheric NC 689 682 394 25.9 13.6
βn-emitters (9Li) 55 – – – –
Fast neutrons 0.8 0.8 0.8 – –
Signal-to-background 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.9 1.6
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Fig. 16 The detected energy spectrum of the predicted rate of antineu-
trinos from nuclear power reactors and Earth, assuming a 50 kT water
target, located at SURF
silicate mantle, and crust types [118]. Ongoing observations
at underground sites in Japan [119] and Italy [120] record
the energies, but not the directions, of geo-neutrinos from
uranium and thorium. Without directions pointing back to
source regions, disentangling the signals from various reser-
voirs requires resolution of differing rates or energy spectra
at separate sites. Due to limited statistics and perhaps insuffi-
cient geological contrast, the published observations at Japan
and Italy do not yet measure distinct rates or energy spectra
[121]. The large exposure possible with Theia enables these
measurements, representing an opportunity to significantly
advance observational neutrino geophysics.
The predicted rate of geo-neutrino interactions per kT-
year at SURF is 26.5 (20.7 U and 5.8 Th), which corre-
sponds to a flux of 4.90 ± 0.13 × 106 cm−2 s−1, assuming
perfect background suppression, Th/U = 3.9, and statisti-
cal uncertainty only. Systematic uncertainty from incom-
plete knowledge of the distributions of uranium and tho-
rium abundances is much larger and asymmetric at about the
25% level. For comparison, reported observed rates of geo-
neutrino events from KamLAND and Borexino correspond to
3.4±0.8×106 cm−2 s−1 [119] and 5.0±1.3×106 cm−2 s−1
[120], respectively. While consistent with the Borexino mea-
surement, a measurement at the predicted SURF rate would
be almost 2σ greater than the KamLAND measurement after
an exposure of 50 kT-year. This would provide the first evi-
dence for surface variation of the geo-neutrino flux. With
thousands of geo-neutrino events Theia would precisely
measure the uranium and thorium components of the energy
spectrum with the potential to test models of differential parti-
tioning and transport of these trace elements between silicate
mantle and crust types.
The expected rate of reactor antineutrino interactions at
SURF is ∼ 20 per kT-year. This interaction rate allows
Theia to demonstrate techniques for remote reactor discov-
ery [122], including measuring range and direction at dis-
tances greater than 1000 km. A detailed study of the antineu-
trino capabilities of Theia is in preparation for a separate
publication. In summary, with sufficient detection efficiency
and exposure Theia located at SURF has the potential to
make significant advances in applied antineutrino physics.
Theia could provide the first evidence for surface variation
of the geo-neutrino flux and make a precise measurement
of the thorium and uranium components of the energy spec-
trum. Theia could demonstrate basic techniques for remote
discovery of nuclear reactors by making antineutrino mea-
surements of range and direction.
3.6 Neutrinoless double beta decay
TheTheia search for neutrinoless double beta decay (NLDBD)
aims for sensitivity to the non-degenerate normal hierarchy
parameter space within the canonical framework of light
Majorana neutrino exchange and three-neutrino mixing, at
the level of mββ ∼ 5 meV. This is achieved through the
loading of a very large mass of a NLDBD candidate isotope
into an ultra-pure LS target, together with coincidence and
topological particle identification techniques.
3.6.1 Detector configuration
A search for NLDBD at Theia would involve deploying a
balloon or thin vessel containing LS, loaded with the iso-
tope of interest, within the larger WbLS detector. The main
advantages of this technique are the higher light yield of pure
LS compared to WbLS, the higher radiopurity, and reduced
contamination from external backgrounds. The different den-
sities of WbLS and isotopically loaded LS will require a
thoughtful engineering design of the inner containment. The
SNO+ experiment uses a 5 cm think acrylic vessel with an
associated rope net to suspend the target LS in a water-filled
cavity. While this approach is a possibility for the Theia
NLDBD phase, a lighter-weight balloon is preferable due to
the simplicity of its deployment and smaller optical impact
and radiological load. Nevertheless, we assume here that,
if necessary, the inner containment could follow the SNO+
design.
In the following study it is assumed that the double-beta
decay isotope under investigation is loaded into a balloon of
8-m radius, filled with ultra-pure LS (LAB + 2 g/l PPO for
a density of 0.86 g/cm3). The volume outside the balloon is
filled with a 10%-WbLS (10% LAB-PPO and 90% water).
We investigate two major loading cases: 3% enriched Xenon
(89.5% in 136Xe) and 5% natural Tellurium (34.1% in 130Te).
The results presented here are obtaining simulating events in
a 20-m fiducial radius and a 40-m height cylinder (50 kT
fiducial mass), with a PMT coverage of 90%. However, due
to the long attenuation length in water, this configuration is
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Fig. 17 Half life sensitivity as a function of key experimental parame-
ters; (top panel) light yield and (bottom panel) 8B solar neutrino reduc-
tion. The vertical dashed red lines show the values used in the analysis.
For the same detector optical properties, a variation in the light yield
corresponds to a scaling on the PMT coverage.The plot showing the
8B reduction as a function of the light yield does not include the signal
efficiency of 75%
expected to be equivalent as having the 8-m radius balloon
in the Theia-100 detector.
The optical properties of the unloaded LAB+PPO cocktail
have been measured by the SNO+ collaboration, and are con-
sistent with benchtop measurements. Those of the WbLS are
obtained by weighting contributions of the LAB+PPO and
water. As a baseline, an average light yield of 1200 PMT hits
per deposited MeV (Nhits/MeV) is assumed (corresponding
to about 3%/
√
E energy resolution). This value includes the
reduction in the light yield due to the addition of the isotope,
estimated to be around 30% at 5%, or higher, loadings. For the
specific case of Xe-loaded scintillator this light yield is likely
an underestimation, as the KamLAND-Zen experiment pre-
dicts a reduction of only 15% at 3% loading, which at 90%
coverage would correspond to 1530 Nhits/MeV [123]. Fig-
ure 17(top panel) shows the impact of light yield on theTheia
sensitivity. Simulations are obtained with the Geant4-based
RAT-PAC software package [84]; when available radioactive
decays are simulated using the Decay0 code [85], otherwise
the decay mode is input in RAT-PAC. Reconstructed energy is
approximated by assuming the Poisson limit of photon count-
ing: the true deposited energy, accounting for quenching, is
smeared by a Gaussian resolution function corresponding to
the light yield.
3.6.2 Backgrounds
The main sources of background included in the this analysis
are summarized in Table 7 and described below:
Double beta decay Irreducible background from the 2νββ
decay of 130Te or 136Xe. Due to the steeply-falling spectrum,
the number of events in the region of interest (ROI) depends
strongly on the energy resolution.
Cosmogenic production These backgrounds are due to
activation of nuclei by muons (during data taking) or pro-
tons and neutrons (during material production and handling
at Earth’s surface). The production rates of various radionu-
clides by cosmogenic neutron and proton spallation reactions
in Xe and Te have been investigated in [128–134]. Among the
most important nuclides produced there are 60Co (Q = 2.8
MeV, T1/2 = 5.27 y) and 110mAg (Q = 3.1 MeV, T1/2 = 250
d). Mitigation of these background sources requires mini-
mal exposure at sea level, a deep underground cool-down
period, chemical purification processes [135], and, to limit
in-situ production during data taking, the use of a water
shield. In these studies it is assumed that proper measures
are taken to handle the target material, reducing the back-
ground to a negligible level. The most dangerous nuclide for
the NLDBD study from in-situ muon induced events is 10C
(Q = 3.65 MeV, T1/2 = 19.3 s), produced by muon inter-
actions with the carbon atoms of the liquid scintillator. In
this study the detector is assumed to be located in the Home-
stake mine, at a depth of 4300 m.w.e. The estimated event
rate is about 300 events/kt/year [136] for a muon flux of
4.4×10−9 cm−2 s−1 and an average muon energy of 293 GeV
[91]. A reduction of 92.5% of the 10C background has been
demonstrated by Borexino [137] using a three-fold coin-
cidence technique [138]. A machine learning approach, as
described in Sect. 2.3, could be used in addition to the three-
fold-coincidence method to further improve the rejection of
10C events. In the case of Xe-loaded scintillator, another
potential background from muon-induced events is 137Xe.
Neutrons produced by cosmic muons in scintillator, once
thermalized, could be captured by 136Xe atoms, emitting a
high energy gamma of about 4 MeV and 137Xe (T1/2 = 3.82
min, Q = 4173±7 keV). At 4300 m.w.e., 165 137Xe events/yr
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Table 7 Dominant background sources expected for the NLDBD
search in Theia. The assumed loading is 3% for Xe, for a 136Xe mass
of 49.5 t, and 5% for Te, for a 130Te mass of 31.4 t. The events in the
ROI/year are given for a fiducial volume of 7 m and an asymmetric
energy range around the Q-value of the reaction (see text). A rejection
factor of 92.5% is applied to 10C, of 99.9% to 214Bi, of 50% to the
balloon backgrounds, and of 50% to the 8B solar neutrinos
Source Target level Expected events/year Events/ROI·year
5% natTe 3% enrXe
10C 500 2.5 2.5
8B neutrinos (flux from [124]) 2950 13.8 13.8
130I (Te target) 155 (30 from 8B) 8.3 –
136Cs (enrXe target) 478 (68 from 8B) – 0.06
2νββ (Te, T1/2 from [125]) 1.2×108 8.0 –
2νββ (enrXe, T1/2 from [126,127]) 7.1×107 – 3.8
Liquid scintillator 214Bi: 10−17 gU /g 7300 0.4 0.4
208Tl: 10−17 gTh /g 870 – –
Balloon 214Bi: < 10−12 gU /g < 2 × 105 3.0 3.4
208Tl: < 10−12 gTh /g < 3 × 104 0.03 0.02
are expected (equivalent to 3.3 events/year/ton of 136Xe).
This number is 30 (18) times smaller than the number of
events expected in JUNO (KamLAND-Zen) [139]. Using a
rejection method similar to the one applied for 10C, the over-
all contribution in the ROI and FV should be less than one
event/yr.
Solar neutrinos 8B solar neutrino elastic scattering in the
target material results in a background that is approximately
flat across the NLDBD energy ROI, but that can be rejected
using reconstructed event direction. Figure 17(lower panel)
shows how the sensitivity scales with this solar neutrino
rejection efficiency. A rejection of at least 50% is necessary
in order to reach the sensitivity goal. Monte Carlo simula-
tions show that, for 2.5 MeV electrons in water and about
50% coverage, about 80% of the 8B events can be rejected
while keeping 75% of the NLDBD signal (assumed to be
isotropic). In the case of Theia, the confounding effect due
to the liquid scintillator can be compensated by use of high
QE PMTs, together with high coverage. Other options might
include the use of slow scintillators. In [39] it is shown that
more than 50% rejection in 8B can be achieved for an LAB
target, retaining more than 70% of the signal. In the follow-
ing sensitivity calculations it is assumed a 8B neutrino rejec-
tion of 50% with 75% signal efficiency. Another background
induced by solar neutrinos (mainly 8B and 7Be) are high Q-
value nuclides produced by charged current interaction with
130Te (130I) and 136Xe (136Cs) [140,141]. Due to their long
half-life, a tagging technique based on a delayed coincidence
is expected to have a small efficiency. However, a method as
described in Sect. 2.3 might help in separating multi-gamma
events, such as 136Cs and 130I decays, from points like events
as the neutrinoless double beta decay ones.
Internal contamination 214Bi (Q = 3.27 MeV, U-chain)
and 208Tl (Q = 5 MeV, Th-chain) decays can fall in the
NLDBD ROI. The targeted scintillator cocktail purity for
the Theia experiment is 10−17 g/g in both U and Th. Liq-
uid scintillator purities better than 10−18 g/g in U and Th
have been obtained in Phase-II of Borexino [142], while
KamLAND-Zen has reached a cleanliness of the order of
10−16 g/g U for 3% Xe loaded LS [143]. The target purity is
considered achievable by improving target material purifica-
tion techniques, i.e the purity grade of the chemicals used to
process the tellurium. Delayed coincidence techniques can
further reduce the number of 214Bi decays falling in the ROI.
A rejection better than 99.95% for 214BiPo in the ROI has
been shown by the KamLAND-Zen experiment [144], while
Monte Carlo studies for the SNO+ experiment show that the
rejection can be as high as 99.99% [135]. For the aimed tar-
get purity, it is required that the 214Bi is reduced by 99.9%.
Larger reduction factors have a minimum effect on the overall
sensitivity.
External sources Decays from U- and Th-chain impuri-
ties present in the balloon material, the external WbLS, the
shielding water, and in the PMTs also contribute to the back-
ground. External background events can be reduced using a
fiducial volume cut, and PMT hit-time information. In the
following study a rejection factor of 50% on the top of the
fiducial volume is assumed.
3.6.3 NLDBD sensitivity: counting analysis
To estimate the sensitivity, a single-bin counting analysis is
employed. Since several backgrounds do not scale with iso-
tope mass (e.g. solar neutrinos and external γ backgrounds),
we use the Monte Carlo to evaluate the background expec-
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Fig. 18 Energy spectra near the NLDBD endpoint for events within
the 7-m fiducial volume and for 10 years data taking. A rejection factor
of 92.5% is assumed for 10C, of 99.9% for 214Bi, of 50% for the balloon
backgrounds, and 50% for the 8B solar neutrinos. (Left panel) 5% natTe
loading and (Right panel) 3% enrXe loading
tation, establish a confidence region using the Feldman-
Cousins frequentist approach, and derive an expected limit
on the NLDBD half-life:
̂T 0νββ1/2 (α) =
N · ε · t · ln 2
FC(n = b, b;α) (1)
where N is the number of atoms of active NLDBD isotope,
ε is the efficiency, t the live time, and b the expected back-
ground. ‘FC’ refers to a Feldman–Cousins interval at confi-
dence level α.
The expected event rates per year for a natTe or enrXe
loaded Theia detector are given in Table 7, for a fiducial vol-
ume radius cut of 7 m (67% acceptance) and an asymmetric
energy region, from −σ/2 → 2σ , to maximize signal accep-
tance (ε = 66.9%) while removing much of the steeply-
falling two-neutrino DBD background. Figure 18 shows the
background spectra near the endpoint in the Te (Fig. 18(left
panel)) and Xe (Fig. 18(right panel)) cases. A 75% signal effi-
ciency, following the 50% reduction in the 8B solar neutrino
events, is applied.
The expected sensitivity (90% CL) for 10 years of data
taking, using phase space factors from [145] and matrix ele-
ment from [146] (gA = 1.269) is:
Te : T 0νββ1/2 > 1.1 × 1028 y, mββ < 6.3 meV
Xe : T 0νββ1/2 > 2.0 × 1028 y, mββ < 5.6 meV.
It should be noted that for the case of Xenon, the use
of a more realistic light yield of about 1500 nhits/MeV, as
obtained from [123], would increase the half-life limit to
2.1 × 1028 years, corresponding to mββ < 5.4 meV. Unfor-
tunately, the required mass of Xe to reach the normal hier-
Fig. 19 Discovery sensitivity (3σ ) for proposed future experiments.
The grey shaded region corresponds to the parameter region allowed in
the Inverted Hierarchy of the neutrino mass. The red error bars show the
mββ values such that an experiment can make at least a 3σ discovery,
within the range of the nuclear matrix elements for a given isotope. The
parameters of the other experiments are taken from Refs. [147–151]
archy is about 10 times the world annual production, which
makes the use of Xe likely impractical.
A comparison of this sensitivity to other experiments is
shown in Fig. 19.
3.6.4 Alternative isotopes
A few alternative isotopes have been explored, which would
be favorable in terms of annual abundance and costs: 100Mo,
82Se and 150Nd. For these isotopes the main limiting factor
is leakage of the 2νββ into the signal ROI, which is sub-
stantially higher than for Te due to the shorter half-life of
the corresponding decay mode. A loading of 2% for Se and
Nd, and of 3% for Mo, has been chosen based on results of
stability tests in table-top experiments, for which the cock-
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tail seems to maintain good stability and optical properties.
For Nd and Mo an enrichment factor of 90% is addition-
ally assumed, resulting in a T1/2 limit of 3.6 × 1027 year
(mββ = 9.1 meV) and 7.3×1027 year (mββ = 7.9 meV), for
Nd and Mo respectively.
The enrichment option for Se is less promising due to the
smaller G0νM20ν value, and the larger costs (although a larger
world annual abundance than Xe is available). The limit in
this case is T1/2 = 1.6 × 1027 year (mββ = 18 meV).
3.7 Nucleon decay
Many proposed extensions to the Standard Model predict the
proton and the neutron to decay through the introduction of
new mediators, whether these be entirely new gauge fields or
supersymmetric partners. In all cases the lifetime of protons
and bounds neutrons must be very long, as modern detectors
have yet to see any sign of such decays. The subset of theories
which assume that the Standard Model is an effective theory,
part of a larger gauge group that is spontaneously broken at
the GUT scale (examples being SUSY and non-SUSY SU(5)
and SO(10)), produce interactions at low-energy which are
suppressed by the energy of the GUT scale Λ. The effective
Lagrangian becomes
Le f f = L(φL) +
∑
k>4
Ci
Λk−4
O(k)i (φL), (2)
where Ci is a dimensionless coefficient and O(k)i are local
operators of mass dimension k [152]. Since Λ is large, opera-
tors of increasingly higher dimension are heavily suppressed,
with the lowest order terms (dimension 5) resulting in
p → ν̄i K+, ν̄iπ+, e+K 0, μ+K 0, e+π0, μ+π0,
e+η, μ+η; i = e, μ, τ, (3)
where the dominant decay mode depends on the particu-
lar model of interest. More exotic modes can also exist,
but require a means to suppress the above modes via some
mechanism. Extra dimensional theories for example can cre-
ate constraints on dimension 5 operators such that they are
forbidden, allowing for decays of higher order operators to
dominate leading to decays such as n → 3ν [6]. Next gen-
eration detectors will be able to probe deeper into the phase
space of such processes, possibly reaching the sensitivity to
measure such a process and give evidence for the type of
physics beyond the Standard Model. The Theia detector has
the size and resolution to contribute to this effort, and in
certain modes, provide the dominant experimental measure-
ment. In the case of modes like p → e+π0, the efficiency
of Theia would be similar to current detectors like Super-
Kamiokande and future detectors like Hyper-Kamiokande,
and therefore Theia-25 would add only marginally to the
DUNE program, and Theia-100 would just add in propor-
tion to the exposure. For modes like p → νK+ the contri-
bution to the global sensitivity would be significant, and for
modes like n → 3ν Theia would be world-leading. These
are discussed in more detail below.
3.7.1 p → ν̄K and related modes
Unlike the pion, the kaon is less effected by intranuclear
effects, which means that the primary efficiency will come
down to how well any given detector will be able to distin-
guish this very specific signature. Water Cherenkov detectors
are able to identify the number of rings corresponding to the
kaon and its decay products:
– K+ → μ+νμ (63.42%)
– K+ → π+π0 (21.13%)
– K+ → π+π+π− (5.58%)
– K+ → π0e+νe (4.87%)
– K+ → π+π0π0 (1.73%)
whereas a scintillator detector (JUNO) must rely on the tim-
ing of the decay to separate the kaon from its daughters, and
a tracking detector (DUNE) can separate the particles using
their tracks. The signal itself has roughly 3 unique energy
depositions in each detector: the kinetic energy deposited by
the kaon; the decay products (either a muon or pions); and the
subsequent decay of those muons and pions. JUNO’s primary
loss in efficiency comes from the overlap in the kaon energy
deposition and its subsequent decay (using a 7-ns prompt
window for the 12-ns kaon lifetime) [60]. Since the prompt
light would make identifying the Cherenkov ring from the
decay product extremely difficult, it is safe to assume that
Theia could do no better in separating these two and would
have a similar efficiency of 55%. DUNE on the other hand
would be able to identify the kaon track regardless of the
decay time, but due to internuclear cascades and Final State
Interactions (FSI) is expected to have a signal efficiency of
only 30% [153]. A pure water detector is only sensitive to
the decay products, as the kaon is itself below Cherenkov
threshold, making this particular mode more difficult to mea-
sure; however, in lieu of the kinetic energy deposition from
the kaon, water detectors are sensitive to the deexcitation γ s
emitted by the daughter nucleus (e.g. 16O →15 N.) Hyper-K
expects an efficiency of 23% to see the muon (or charged
pion), and the subsequent decay. In all cases, the primary
background is from atmospheric neutrino interactions, with
the expected background contribution given in Table 8. The
Theia signal efficiency and backgrounds are estimated to
be similar to JUNO for this mode, since the observation of
the kaon energy will dominate deexcitation γ s and the domi-
nant selection criterion is inter-event timing. Figure 20 shows
the expected sensitivity curves for each of the experiments,
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Table 8 Detection efficiency and background rates for p → ν̄K+.
Theia and JUNO are assumed to have the same relative efficiency,
which is dominated by the short lifetime of the kaon. Hyper-K efficiency
is the lowest due to being unable to detect the kaon since it is below the
Cherenkov threshold
Detector Efficiency (%) Bkg [/Mton·year]
Theia 55 2.5
Hyper-K 23 1.6
DUNE 30 1
JUNO 55 2.5
Fig. 20 Sensitivity for p → ν̄K+ is highest for Theia, closely fol-
lowed by the Hyper-K detector, whereas JUNO and DUNE will perform
similarly
including Theia-100 (80 kT fiducial volume) and Theia-25
(17 kT fiducial volume).
3.7.2 n → 3ν and related modes
A subset of theories predict modes of nucleon decay where
the decay products themselves do not leave a direct visible
signature within the detector. It is in this set of potential decay
modes that Theia would present a potential increased sensi-
tivity by over two orders of magnitude. An example of this
would be the decay of a neutron into three neutrinos. For
a bound nucleon this would leave the nucleus in an altered
state, which would have observable deexcitation gamma rays
and low-energy emitted nucleons. For large-scale detectors,
the real difference between this decay mode and those men-
tioned above is a matter of energy scale and isotope. Water
Cherenkov detectors such as SNO and SNO+ have looked for
invisible decay from the oxygen nucleus, which has a rela-
tively high branching ratio (44 %) to emit a 6.18-MeV γ . The
signal is a single event, so the detector is required to have very
low background in order to perform this search. Super-K, for
Fig. 21 The large size and depth of Theia means that other next gen-
eration detectors are unlikely to be competitive when looking for very
low energy modes of nucleon decay
example, is limited by the production of cosmogenic activa-
tion of oxygen to 16N, which decays with a 7.13-s half-life,
emitting a 6.13-MeV gamma 67 % of the time. This limita-
tion also exists for Hyper-K due to its shallow depth, which
means Theia would be the only large-scale water Cherenkov
detector available to look for this decay. Leading limits on
invisible neutron and dineutron decay are set by KamLAND
[7], and on invisible proton and diproton decay by SNO+ [8].
Liquid scintillator detectors have both advantages and disad-
vantages in the search for invisible neutron decay. While the
branching ratio for carbon is much lower (5.8 %), the signal
itself is a triple coincidence signal. The primary deexcitation
of 11C emits secondary particles (p, n, d, α, γ ) providing a
secondary signal, which is followed by the radioactive decay
of 10C – half-life of 19.3 s. KamLAND identifies no signal
that can directly mimic this signal, and so its primary source
of background is from accidental coincidences. Background
to the first two components of the signal is dominated by
cosmogenic radioisotopes (particularly 9Li), which requires
a long cut of 2 s after each muon. Since the KamLAND muon
rate is ∼ 0.34 Hz, this cut is tolerable; however, JUNO would
likely be insensitive to this decay mode due to its larger size
and slightly shallower depth, which results in a factor of 10
more muons through the detector.
For Theia, at a depth equivalent to DUNE, the primary
backgrounds would come from 8B solar neutrinos, produc-
tion of 15N∗ through atmospheric neutrino interactions, and
cosmogenic production of 16N. Compared with the SNO+
results, Theia would have much less impact from internal
radioactivity and a greater signal efficiency due to enhanced
energy resolution. Direction reconstruction would still play
an important role, as the event direction is used as the pri-
mary means for rejecting solar neutrino events. The result-
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ing backgrounds would be ∼ 100/kt · year for Theia, with
the expected sensitivity, well above existing limits, shown in
Fig. 21 for a 17-kt and a 80-kt fiducial volume.
4 Conclusions
The Theia detector design represents an important step for-
ward in the realization of a new kind of large optical detector:
a hybrid Cherenkov/scintillation detector. Such an instrument
is made possible by the convergence of three technological
breakthroughs: (1) the development of ultra-fast and/or chro-
matically sensitive photosensors, (2) the ability to make novel
target materials that produce detectable levels of both kinds
of light, and (3) highly sophisticated pattern recognition and
data analysis techniques that have moved well beyond the rel-
atively simple methods of a decade ago. In addition, the com-
ing availability of the new Long Baseline Neutrino Facility
enables a broad program due to the deep depth and powerful
neutrino beam available at the site.
This paper has detailed the exciting possibilities of Theia
for new scientific discovery across a broad spectrum of
physics, including long baseline neutrino measurements of
oscillations and CP violation searches, solar neutrino mea-
surements of unprecedented precision and scope, and the
potential to extend the reach of neutrinoless double beta
decay searches to the mass scales implied by a Normal Order-
ing of neutrino masses. In addition, Theia represents a major
step forward for advancement in other fields – ranging from
detection of the Diffuse Supernova Background flux to a mea-
surement of geo-neutrinos with unprecedented statistics.
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